The Path to Carbon Net Zero
Do you make the grade?

From 1st Sept 2021, government suppliers are required to
demonstrate that they have a Carbon Reduction Plan in place
in order to bid for contracts over £5 million.
The Crown Commercial Service provides a three-step plan for
the journey towards carbon net zero:
1. Know your data
2. Manage your demand
3. Make the changes

Finding the right path to work towards Carbon Net Zero is becoming
increasingly challenging and brings together many aspects of an estate.
At CCS Energy, we have created a guide for you to use to gauge where you
are and how to make initial improvements towards Carbon Net Zero.
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AyMa IoT is dedicated to making this journey far easier for businesses –
of any size or configuration, in any sector – than it may at first seem.
We can help you pinpoint your energy consumption, measure usage,
and gain a complete understanding of what makes up your carbon
footprint, and what you can do to reduce it.
More than that, we can then get you into a position of making those
critical changes and seeing and measuring the impact of your direct and
positive actions on a real-time basis.
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Meet each of the three government-advised steps comprehensively
and confidently

KNOW YOUR DATA

MANAGE YOUR DEMAND

MAKE THE CHANGES

Visibility, Control, Reduction; with the help of the Internet of Things
(IoT)
Tiny sensors, attached to use points, collect data, send it to our datadriven, cloud-based platform, IPSUM, and display it straight back to you
on an easy-to-read intuitive dashboard.

How to use this guide
Drag your cursor over the icons to
demonstrate how Ipsum will put you
in the know and in control
Click to start

Carbon Reduction Plan

Step 1: Know your data
The first and most important step in your journey is being
able to access and understand your energy/utilities data...
The first and most important step in your journey is being
able to access and understand your energy/utilities data...

Close x

Allows you to understand your energy/utilities bills

Identify the products
and service you use

Get accurate
consumption information
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Shows how you use
your energy/utilities

Identify where
you waste energy/utilities

Drag your cursor over the icons to
demonstrate how Ipsum will put you
in the know and in control
Click to start

KNOW
YOUR DATA

Achieve a good
understanding of your estate

Once you have complete understanding
of your energy/utilities consumption
you can move on to STEP 2 >

Find out which
meter types you have

STEP 1: ASSOCIATED AGREEMENTS
Suppliers on CCS agreements can help you on your journey to Carbon Net Zero.

HELGA
These suppliers can assist in projects to
implement technology and changes to buildings
that improve energy efficiency and reduce
carbon emissions.

Supply of Energy
& Ancillary Services

Water, Wastewater
& Ancillary Services

Provides access to invoicing and consumption
data to better understand your estate, as well as
a range of ancillary services including siteworks,
metering and services designed to help you
reduce consumption and minimise waste.

Helps you access accurate consumption data,
in order to manage demand and achieve
consumption reduction.

National Fuels
Provides you with data on monthly fuel
volumes, enabling you to plan, manage
demand and reduce consumption. Bio
fuels also available.

Advice and support can be provided by CCS Customer Service Centre / Energy Specialist team. They can provide general advice on data access and use of CCS Commercial agreements contact on 0345 410 2222 or info@crowncommerical.gov.uk
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Carbon Reduction Plan

Step 2: Manage your demand
Now you understand your data, you’ll be able to identify opportunities to manage your demand, people
and reduce consumption. Here are a number of efficiency measures you should be considering.
Now you understand your data, you’ll be able to identify opportunities to manage your demand,
people and reduce consumption. Here are a number of efficiency measures you should be considering.

Close x

Identify opportunities with
sustainability and policy teams

Work with FM providers to manage demand/
consumption e.g. BMS in place and utilised

Actively manage out
of hours consumption

Inform staff how they
can play their part
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Identify major
users across
your estate

MANAGE YOUR
DEMAND

Monitor your
ongoing consumption

Once you’ve taken action to reduce
your energy consumption and are
successfully managing your demand,
move onto STEP 3 >

Access expert
advice to identify
opportunities

Drag your cursor over the icons to
demonstrate how Ipsum will put you
in the know and in control
Click to start

Continually improve your
energy/utilities management

STEP 2: ASSOCIATED AGREEMENTS
Suppliers on CCS agreements can help you on your journey to Carbon Net Zero.

HELGA
These suppliers can assist in projects to
implement technology and changes to buildings
that improve energy efficiency and reduce
carbon emissions.

Supply of Energy
& Ancillary Services

Water, Wastewater
& Ancillary Services

Provides access to invoicing and consumption
data to better understand your estate, as well as
a range of ancillary services including siteworks,
metering and services designed to help you
reduce consumption and minimise waste.

Helps you access accurate consumption data,
in order to manage demand and achieve
consumption reduction.

National Fuels
Provides you with data on monthly fuel
volumes, enabling you to plan, manage
demand and reduce consumption. Bio
fuels also available.

Advice and support can be provided by CCS Customer Service Centre / Energy Specialist team. They can provide general advice on data access and use of CCS Commercial agreements contact on 0345 410 2222 or info@crowncommerical.gov.uk
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Step 3: Make the changes
Taking positive steps towards Carbon Net Zero – the following opportunities
may support you on your specific Carbon Net Zero journey.
Taking positive steps towards Carbon Net Zero – the following
opportunities may support you on your specific Carbon Net Zero journey.

Close x

Heating
Combined Heat and Power (CHP)
Heat Networks

Renewable Energy

Building efficiency

Generation: wind, solar, biomass
Power purchase agreements
Off-setting

Smart thermostats
Enhanced Building Management System
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Estate condition

MAKE THE
CHANGES

Ensure your estate is in good
condition to enable full
benefit of any solutions

Infrastructure
Battery storage
Vehicle charging infrastructure
LED technology

Once you are armed with accurate, realtime data you are in a position to make
continual improvements in your organisation.
We appreciate that some activities may
require significant investments. AyMa IoT
will work with you along the way to make
recommendations and build a roadmap/
strategy with an associated business case to
drive positive activity.
Our team of sustainability consultants are
here to provide expert knowledge and work
alongside your internal teams to recommend
suitable, achievable actions.

You’re actively taking steps towards
Carbon Net Zero for your organisation.
Visit our website for more information >

STEP 3: ASSOCIATED AGREEMENTS
Suppliers on CCS agreements can help you on your journey to Carbon Net Zero.

HELGA
These suppliers can assist in projects to
implement technology and changes to buildings
that improve energy efficiency and reduce
carbon emissions.

Supply of Energy
& Ancillary Services
Provides access to invoicing and consumption
data to better understand your estate, as well as
a range of ancillary services including siteworks,
metering and services designed to help you
reduce consumption and minimise waste.

National Fuels
Provides you with data on monthly fuel
volumes, enabling you to plan, manage
demand and reduce consumption. Bio
fuels also available.

Vehicle Charging
Infrastructure Solutions
Gives you a route to vehicle charging
infrastructure and support services.

Please contact AyMa IoT to find out how we
can assist you: 01382 932966

Advice and support can be provided by CCS Customer Service Centre / Energy Specialist team. They can provide general advice on data access and use of CCS Commercial agreements contact on 0345 410 2222 or info@crowncommerical.gov.uk

Thank You

